CES 2016 Overview

Bob Baker
WORLD’S LARGEST 170” SUHD TV
TWINWash™
Wash Two Loads At The Same Time

Time Saving
LG Conventional
Wash one load at a time

LG TWINWash™
Wash two loads at once

SideKick™
Give Laundry A New Kick
DUAL Door-in-Door™
More and Easier Access to Your Favorites
Be proud of your lips.
INNEVIEW CAMERA & FOOD REMINDER

You can check what's in your refrigerator at any time or anywhere just using your phone. Inerview cameras clearly show the shelves inside, so you can quickly take a look when you are out shopping!

The Food Reminder helps to reduce waste and ensures that you enjoy food at its best. Enter expiry dates of items as you store them in the refrigerator and it will keep you up to date on how many days are left and inform you when the expiration date is close.
INNerview Camera & Food Reminder

You can check what’s in your refrigerator at any time or anywhere just using your phone. Innerview cameras clearly show the shelves inside, so you can quickly take a look when you are out shopping!

The Food Reminder helps to reduce waste and ensures that you enjoy food at its best. Enter expiry dates of items as you store them in the refrigerator and it will keep you up to date on how many days are left and inform you when the expiration date is close.
WATCH & RECORD
16 SHOWS AT ONCE
CYCLING BACKPACK
WITH LED SIGNAL
LIGHT & SENSOR

www.vupplus.com
Portable Power

power amp™ 3, 6, 12, 18
Portable Charger & Flashlight

- Pass-Through Charging
- Quick Chip™ Technology
- Built-In LED Flashlight

Power to outlast your journey
Now Cam™ & Accessories

now cam™

Social Video + Camera + Speaker

- Three Recording Modes
  - HD Video
  - 30 Second Burst
  - 200 Images
- Stores up to 1600 Images
- Speaker With 30mm Driver
- Weather Resistant
- Built-In Wi-Fi
- 120° Wide-Angle Lens

Enjoy every moment™ - while you’re still in it.

Wide-Angle Lens

Typical phone view

120° angle

Now Cam App
For Easy Upload

Social Video + Camera + Speaker
transformTASTE | Explore the future of culinary